A new Episode of Murder Mystery Machine called
‘Seize the Fire’ is released on Apple Arcade
Blazing Griffin launches 6th Episode of 8-chapter puzzle-solving
detective video game
• Episode 6 sees the offices of the victim Frank Daniels burnt down, adding more
mystery to this dark murder case
• Detectives CC and Nate are called back to their very first case together when they
discover the death of the man found guilty of killing Frank Daniels
• Episode 6 trailer
Glasgow, 31st July Blazing Griffin releases ‘Seize the Fire’, 6th Episode of the 8-chapter
puzzle-solving detective video game Murder Mystery Machine on Apple Arcade.
‘Seize the Fire’ sees the deepening mystery surrounding the death of local politician Frank
Daniels. When his offices are burnt down, detectives CC and Nate return to question Daniel’s killer in prison, only to be faced with a dark turn when they arrive to the news of his
death. Everything points to something larger at play and the detectives must delving into
the corridors of political power and the ink stained press offices to uncover the truth of
Frank’s murder.
Murder Mystery Machine features:
• Deduction Mind Map: Deduce, solve, accuse. Players collect every piece of evidence on
their detectives workspace, this is where players use their deduction skills to create the
story of events as they connect a complex web of suspects and motives.
• Complex Dioramas: Players are thrown into a crime scene where they can rotate, zoom
and explore - each presented in a beautiful diorama style - that gets right at the heart of
the crime solving experience.
• Modern Noir Style: Modern noir world scenes lit with a neon glow explore unique atmospheric scenes populated with stylised characters to enhance the wider mystery of the
game
Blazing Griffin’s BAFTA award winning Games division develops top quality video games.
Murder Mystery Machine is their newest game, the first episode was launched on Apple
Arcade in September 2019. Other games developed and published by Blazing Griffin include Murderous Pursuits, The Ship: Murder Party and Distant Star.
Murder Mystery Machine is only available on Apple Arcade via iPhone, iPad, Mac and Apple TV. Murder Mystery Machine gives the player the advantage of playing 8 episodes for
the cost of US$4.99 / £4.99 per month. For more detail visit: Murder Mystery Machine and
Apple Arcade.

Notes to editor:
Blazing Griffin a BAFTA-winning Glasgow-based digital entertainment company which
specialises in telling stories across a wide range of platforms and mediums with a specific
focus on video game development, film and TV development and production and post production services.
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